Original Valves

Installation & Operation
The original, trademarked Fumoto® valve is a tried and true
design that will make your oil changes Simply Effortless.

FUMOTO®
Simply Eﬀortless

Operation

Installation
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Prepare: Remove the drain plug from your oil pan and drain oil completely.
Be sure that the surface of your oil drain port is clean before proceeding with
installation.
Assemble: Place the blue fiber gasket (not required for tapered thread or
O-ring valves) onto the valve so it will sit flat between the oil pan and the
valve once installed.
Hand-Tighten: Begin gently threading the valve into your oil drain port by
hand. Once you have ensured that the valve is straight and not
cross-threaded, hand-tighten completely.
Torque: Tighten the valve with a crescent wrench on the body of the
valve* an additional 1/8 to 1/4 turn. Do not over tighten.
* Do not use a wrench on the hex head if present
**An adapter may be required if the valve cannot be completely tightened
due to contact with the oil pan.
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OPEN
To open the valve, remove the lever clip if installed then lift the
control lever upward and turn 90° counterclockwise.
CLOSE
To close the valve, turn the control lever firmly clockwise until it
stops and is perpendicular to the oil outlet. The lever will click into
the recess and lock in position. You should not be able to rotate the
lever without first lifting upward. Reinstall the lever clip if desired
around the turret of the valve. If the lever is not seated properly,
the lever clip will not fit. Always inspect the oil pan for leaks
before operating your vehicle.

Close and lock: Close the valve by firmly turning the control lever
clockwise until it stops and is perpendicular to the oil outlet. The lever will
click into the recess and lock in position. You should not be able to rotate the
lever without first lifting upward.
Clip on and fill up: Install a lever clip if desired around the turret of the
valve. If the lever is not seated properly, the lever clip will not fit. Refill the
oil to complete your oil change. Always inspect the oil pan for leaks before
operating your vehicle.
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